
Project Outline 

You are going to work collaboratively with Mr. Juul’s class.  In industry you need to know how 

to communicate effectively with other departments. Consider Mr. Juul’s class your 

asset/design department. 

Be ready to answer all questions timely and meet with them about your design. You must be 

able to talk to them and provide details about your design – it is your game after all! 

Important Dates:  

 March 12th - Meet with Juuls class about creating sprites/backgrounds (or tile sets for 

backgrounds). Click Here to prepare. 

 April 2nd - Juuls class gives you sprite sheets/backgrounds 

 

Main Deliverables Provided to Mr. Juul’s Class: 

 A word document with 1 character and one level description. This can be from your 

design document but should be even more detailed.  

o Character Info- Juul’s class will provide you with one character that has several 

animations in a sprite sheet.  

 Include size of each (based on pixels- most will be 32x32).  

 Be specific with style- pixelated, photo realistic, hand drawn, etc. 

 Include outfit information 

 Include what animations are needed (walking, running, jumping, left/right, 

up/down, melee & what weapon type, flying). 

 What view will it be (top down, third person, side scroll) 

 Include image references and basic mock up drawing if able  

o Background Info- Juul’s class will provide you with one background or tile set. Be 

specific on if you want a tile set and what that means or if you want an 

individual background already put together.  

 Overall size or what size you want each tile for a tile set 

 Be specific with style- pixelated, photo realistic, hand drawn, etc. 

 Must include overall theme, colors you want, etc. 

 For tile sets list what tiles you need (walls, ground, mountains, sky, etc.) 

 Include image references and basic mock up drawing if able  

 Design Document  

 Storyboard  

 

 

 


